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DIVISION
This manual contains all the details required to instal and to work with Dr.DOC.
The manual applies to use by a single user, in a conventional standardnet and
in client/server operation. Modified or extended processes have to be executed
for some functions for client/server (C/S). This will be indicated by a note at the
respective places.

The content of the manual is structured as follows:
Introduction

This part explains the Dr.DOC philosophy and provides information
regarding legal issues to introduce document management.

Part 1

Technical Prerequisites, Installation

Part 2

includes basic information regarding the menu structure, the screensetup, the keyboard and mouse control as well as a quick
introduction with the help of the sample archive

Part 3

shows you how to work effectively with Dr.DOC.
The individual topics are usually introduced with some brief details,
followed by the specific workflow. Topical examples and
supplementary hints illustrate the work options

Part 4

helps you to set up an archive step by step and to carry out a wide
variety of basic settings. As a system administrator you will also find
important information regarding the client/server operation here.

Appendix

includes a glossary, error messages and their treatment as well as a
comprehensive index.
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The following subdivisions are helpful for extensive topics:

BRIEF INFO

!

initial basic subject information and a brief overview of the workflows

STEP BY STEP

!

the specific workflow

EXAMPLE

!

specific examples for the respective operation

TIP

!

ongoing information and suggestions regarding the subject.
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CONVENTIONS
CONVENTIONS
In general, the following spellings are used in this manual:

•

Names of commands or menu items, which are selected:
e.g. "OK"

•

Commands, which are executed with one or several keys:
e.g. Ctrl + F4

•

Text, which has to be entered or which can be entered:
e.g. install c:\drdoc

•

Variables for another text, which must be entered:
e.g. file name.

•

Additional information especially for client/server applications:
C/S

•

"

Links to other subject information in other chapters of the manual:
FURTHER INFORMATION ..
#
...
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IMPORTANT TERMS
Some terms are frequently used in the manual. Therefore we have provided
some brief explanations of these terms. Links to explanations of other terms are
referring to this list or to the comprehensive glossary in the appendix.
Archive
An application within the Dr.DOCprogram, for example a collection of written
documents and the respective available process potential, e.g. a word processing
interface. An archive does not necessarily have to contain documents - it may also be
used as a simple database, e.g. for address data.

Client/Server
A special type of network mode, which enables fully parallel working. The installation
chapter includes explanations and recommendations regarding various application
options.

Record
Saved → profile data with or without document. An → archive consists of a certain
number of data records.

Document
Administrative object consisting of →administrative data and →CI/NCI data.

Field
The → pofile data is entered into input mask fields, which can be unreservedly
determined. There are single-line fields, so-called continuous fields (for continuous text;
d.i. memo field) and tables (e.g. for a distributor).

Tab
On screen the → fields are arranged in tabs.

Mask
The grouping of → fields and → tabs on the screen.

Profile data
Descriptive part of a record for entering mostly ordering features, for example reference,
subject, person responsible etc. for easy retrieval of the document.

Thesaurus
"dictionary" of possible entries in the →profile data fields.
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INTRODUCTION

The following section provides some introductory information:
Dr.DOC and its philosophy
Legal status
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WHAT
WHAT IS DR.DOC?
Dr.DOC could simplistically be called a very efficient database, which offers
more than just simple data management. Dr.DOC manages illustrations (socalled NCI documents) and "active" documents, e.g. CAD drawings, tables of a
table calculation or formatted, coded wordprocessing files (so-called CI
documents). In addition, Dr.DOC also manages the associated programs and
offers workflow components for workflow automations.
Dr.DOC is a hybrid system, which combines the advantages of objectorientated and relational systems.

=
object-oriented

+
relational capabilities

+
work-flow

With which programs does Dr.DOC work together?
Dr.DOC works with all application programs, so the user can carry on working
in the familiar program environment. During the archiving process the
documents are given a note (program app) indicating with which program they
are associated. When the document is called again, it is automatically opened
in the associated program and can be edited immediately without the user
having to know the path or program name.
PHILOSOPHY OF Dr.DOC
With Dr.DOC a revolutionary document management concept has been
realised. The following describes the basic ideas on which the development of
Dr.DOC is based.
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What is the actual situation?
In the individual operational fields, many varied types of data are accrued
ranging from personnel data to written documents and all kinds of supporting
documents, which have to be recorded.
A wide variety of programs are then used to log and/or to process this data,
ranging from wage and salary programs to wordprocessing and invoicing or
bookkeeping programs.
In addition, there is progressive decentralisation in the area of data processing.
The decentralisation does not reduce the overwhelming quantity of data, but
with continual acceleration moves it over to the user. As a result, the user is
increasingly confronted with the management of data s/he produced.
Where is the problem?
An individual file or a handful of files can surely still be managed by data
processing without any additional assistance. But as soon as the papers leaving
the company are archived on disks and only the competent clerical staff knows
which document was archived on which disk and in which format, any senior
officer soon realises, e.g. when the clerical staff goes on holiday, how much
s/he is already affected by these problems, when s/he cannot find anything.
How can the situation be improved?
A management software, which can facilitate as many of the accrued tasks
while at the same spending the minimum amount on the familiarisation process,
is required.
Performance characteristic "User friendliness"
The most important performance characteristic of a modern program is by far its
user friendliness. Because through the related acceptance increase, a system's
yield and thus its profitability can be increased.
User friendliness can be defined in the following way:
User friendliness = reducing complexity
For example, an executive officer works in certain sectors of his comprehensive
field: he maintains addresses, writes a letter and afterwards deals with data security
and other work. The more of these sectors are included in his field, the more frictional
loss is caused each time when a sector is changed. It must therefore be the task of any
software to prevent these losses and to reduce the complexity for the user.
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Which data management concepts exist?
The key to reduce complexity is in the organisational structure of the data and
the corrensponding access philosphy, the so-called databasing. There are two
relevant basic types of these data management concepts:
!
!

hierarchical, strictly relational systems
object-orientated systems

Simple object-orientated systems in the sense assumed here, do not have the
disadvantages of strictly relational systems regarding the complexity of data
maintenance; on the other hand they have no functional capacity for
overcoming sectoring (separation of the various fields). While hierarchical,
strictly relational systems administer individual records in a very complicated
manner, they are capable of linking different archives very well; this is exactly
the other way round for normal object-orientated systems: Managing the
individual record is very easy here, but the simple connection between the
different archives is not guaranteed.
What is the solution?
In Dr.DOCobject-orientated technologies are linked with relational system
characteristics. This hybrid system meets all the described requirements of a
DMS and a data warehouse system.

HYBRID SYSTEM Dr.Doc
Object-oriented

+

Relational capabilities

+

Processing

First of all, Dr.DOC is like other programs, which manage data, documents and
programs at the same time and also make provisions for future needs, i.e. is
object-orientated. This is the only way of guaranteeing the required flexibility per
se.
Relational or associative capabilities are also integrated in Dr.DOC, which help
to overcome the problem of sectoring with a hyperlink.
In addition, the user also has the advantage of not having to work strictly
hierarchically due to the link of object-orientated work and relational capabilities.
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That is very advantageous in particularly for the user when carrying out
searches "quer" for possible hierarchies, as the search query can be formulated
much easier and the search generally also proceeds considerably faster.
The third component ist the so-called workflow capability, under which it is
intended to assume workflow editing in the widest sense in this case.
Based on these characteristics, it is possible to work with Dr.DOC in an objectrelated or a project-related manner.
How does the management change when Dr.DOCis used?
Dr.DOC can ensure a logical, comprehensive workflow. This should of course
ultimately also be implemented organisationally, e.g. by keeping a document
(as far as is permitted by law) only in electronic format on the system.
When a document is required again, the executive officer can make a purely
project and subject-related query without having to deal with the location of the
file, the program with which it has to be called or the folder in which the
concerning information can be found:
Question: What was agreed with XYZ regarding ...?
With Dr.Doc

Without Dr.Doc

Find "company XYZ and subject ..."
W hen was the event?

W here is the event filed?

Where is the folder?

Fetch/request folder

Browse folder
Document
Profile data

CI/NCI data
TEDI D

Name1:
Name2:
FAO
Street:
Town

Company
Ms Smith
Blumenstr. 3
90809 Neustadt

The document management
system you need is called
PFAFF ARCHIVE: no other i s
as fast , as fl exible, as
ef ficient.
See for yourself!
It leaves si mpl y nothing

Document

to be desired
See for yourself!
All your data can be
networked and you wil l f inal ly find
al l t he data on asubj ect
with one si ngle but ton!

The document management
system you need is cal led
PFAFF ARCHIVE: no other is
as fast, as flexible, as ef ficient.
See for yourself!
It leaves simply nothing
to be desi red
See for yourself!
All your dat a can be
networked and you will fi nall y find
al l t he dat a on a subj ect
with one single but ton!

AZ:
serial
Event:
Received:

9480/02
15
...
15/12/92

Do you know any other system
with so many advant ages? Some
of our customers have
lookedf or a long time and have not f ound
si milar!

The document management
system you need is called
PFAFF ARCHIVE:no other is
as fast , as fl exible, as effi ci ent.
See for yourself!
It leaves si mpl y nothing
to be desired
See for yourself!
All your data can be
networked and you wil l f inal ly find
al l t he data on asubj ect
with one si ngle but ton!
Do you know any other syst em
with so many advant ages? Some
of our customers have
looked for a l ong time and havenot f ound
si milar!
thi

In addition, all previous management workflows should be checked under the
aspect of Dr.DOC's diverse options. In many cases Dr.DOC can help you
to design workflows more efficiently than before.
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User action

automat. action by Dr.Doc

Select address
Start word processing

Enter address on letter head
Write letter
and print
Start document management

Enter recipient, date etc.

Archive letter

Ready for next action
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When is Dr.DOC particularly efficient?
Dr.DOC can be used as a hybrid data managent system in all work areas
where electronic data is gathered. The profitability is usually highest, when
Dr.DOC is used in as many areas as possible.
Dr.DOC helps to decrease operational costs. When using or implementing a
data management system, the acquisition cost for software and hardware is
only a small part of the total costs accrued.
Cost apportionment
% 55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Software
acquisition

Introduction
Hardware
acquisition

Access
System
Coverage
maintenance

The largest part of the overheads are accrued through the registration costs for
the documents.
COST ASPECTS

Purchasing costs

Operating costs
Subject to:
User friendliness
Acceptance
Brief migration phase
Speed
Scope

By efficiently using Dr.DOC
in many operational fields
and by designing an efficient
work station these operating
costs can also be kept
comparably low.

Part of a "holistic" software like Dr.DOC is a holistic management frame in
technical as well as in "workstationphilosophical" respect. Dr.DOC should be
seen as a central component of the operational infrastructure, as motive and
instrument for optimising business processes. Dr.DOC is only a filing system to
a certain degree, it is more of a "retrieval" and "transport" system.
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How are the documents filed?
Dr.DOC is a container based system. That means: In contrast to file based
systems, container based systems only require the memory space for the actual
size of the documents.

Example

FILEbased:
Total
memory required:
264 KB
Cluster

32

64

96

128

160

192

224

256

288

KB

CONTAINERbased:
Total
memory required:
85 KB

In a container based system practically all documents are put into a large
container, which portrays itself as a file for the operating system. This filing
principle permits any size of archives independent of the operating system.
Another advantage is that a container based system like Dr.DOC can carry out
sequential searches considerably more efficiently and therefore requires no
index trees for full text retrieval and thus no memory relating to this. And finally,
increased data security is thus also guaranteed: The documents can only be
called via the archive (which can additionally be secured through differentiated
access rights). The call or the manipulation of a document via a file manager is
excluded.
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LEGAL STATUS
The commercial code, the code of civil procedure, the fiscal code and the
generally accepted accounting principles regulate the filing of all electronically
archived data and the corresponding access controls. The Federal Data
Protection Act regulates the access controls and the maintenance of personrelated data even more strictly.
Storage in accordance with commercial and fiscal law
The legislator in Germany only stipulates that every businessman is obligated to
keep books. The legislator does not stipulate any technology regarding the type
of data storage, the legislator only makes certain process requirements:
•
•
•

proper transformation
proper storage
proper reproduction

The transfer from one medium to one of the same kind or to a different one is
called transformation. This transformation is in due form, if the storage
process is permissible, the transformation is complete, correct and
comprehensible and if the method is defined. The process must be documented
and verifiable. Therefore it must also be possible to determine who has archived
which documents. This can either be ensured organisationally or more simply
via the corresponding functions of the document management system (DMS).
The storage is in due form, if the data remains complete and stable during the
period of storage, the storage is ordered and the data is available at any time
and can be read again in adequate time. The data should therefore only be
archived on data media (WORM, CD) that is not rewrite-able, as the stability is
thus guaranteed per se. It is completely up to the user which order pattern is
realised with the help of the DMS, from a legal point of view every verifiable
fixed order is an order.
The reproduction must be readable and must be correct visually and/or correct
in its contents to be called in due form.
In addition, the commercial code and the fiscal code prescribe that a number of
document types, e.g. letters, consignment notes and accounting records, must
be reproduced visually, for the other documents a reproduction in substance is
sufficient. Documents, which have to be reproduced visually, as a CI document,
e.g. as a word processing document, can also be stored, if a visually identical
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printout can be reproduced using word processing functions (and that is
obviously the case for documents that were created internally).
Opening balances, annual accounts, group accounts and supporting documents
in connection with turnover tax on imports, i.e. customs documents, are
excluded from being archived purely electronically. These documents must also
be available in paper format.
To meet the stated requirements, it is necessary to stipulate the entire process
flow in writing. This also includes data localisation, data security and error
handling.
Dr.DOC meets the described requirements in accordance with the commercial
code, code of civil procedure, fiscal code and the generally accepted accounting
principals and can thus be used for purposes pursuant to commercial and fiscal
law.
The longterm service life of data media, which is often guaranteed for 30 years,
is of high quality. Nevertheless a second provision of security should not be
forgotten because of the danger of theft and fire.

If you want to or have to familiarise yourself in more detail with the subject "obligation to
preserve and record retention periods", we recommend specialist literature as regards
this, e.g. by the "Working group for commercial administration (registered society) AWV", Eschborn.

Note
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PART 1

The following chapters include

Information on technical specifications
Installation instructions
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
To work with Dr.DOC you require the following components:
!

Client or single user hardware:
•
•

!

PC (32 BIT)
Memory:
at least 16 MB RAM (64 MB RAM recommended)
if using the OCR module: at least 64 MB RAM
CD drive (for installing Dr.DOC)
3.5 disk drive"
Hard disk

Archive server hardware:
PC (32 BIT)
Memory: at least 64MB RAM,
problem
CD drive (for installing Dr.DOC)
3.5 disk drive"
Hard disk

!

subject

to

operating

system

Operating system:
Windows 95,´98, Windows NT or Windows 2000

in Dr.DOC N:
for separate archive/network server:
- Network server: any
- Archive server and clients:PC operating system (see above)

!

Mouse:
With MS-Windows compatible mouse.

!

Printer:
Any printer supported by MS-Windows.

!

Scanner:
Any scanner, which is controllable via Kofax or TWAIN.

!

Graphics support:
Any graphics cards and screens supported by the operating system.

and
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!

Computer storage:
-

!

any storage medium, e.g. disk systems: CD, MO, WORM, jukeboxes.

Miscellaneous:
-

Application programs of all types
for transferring data to other programs: Programs with Macro language, e.g.
word processing (e.g. Word for Windows) or similar.
You will need Word for Windows 6.0, ´95 (7.0), ´97 (8.0) or 2000 (9.0) for
the transfer data Macro supplied as standard.
In addition, appropriate macros to transfer data can be created in all
programs with Macro language.
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INSTALLATION
You can use Dr.DOC in various variations:

• Single user:
When used as single usersystem the program only runs on a computer
locally independent of any net that may exist. It cannot be accessed by other
workstations.
• Network:
Use Dr.DOC in the network to enable several users fully parallel access to
the same archives. There are two possibilities:
Standard net:
The data is kept centrally on a net server. A considerable disadvantage is the
extra burden on the network up to 1000 times. The use as standard net
should only be selected, if the client/server operation is not possible for
hardware technical reasons.
Client/Server:
The use as C/S system is preferable to the standard net. The burden on the
network, which is kept as low as possible, as well as increased access
protection and more data security are important criteria.
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1.

INSTALLATION SINGLE USER VERSION

(1) To install Dr.DOC insert the Dr.DOC CD into the CD drive.
(2) If the installation program does not start automatically, proceed as follows:
either select the CD drive in Explorer and double click the file "Setup.exe"

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

or press the "Start"button and call the command "Execute...". Click on the
"browse"button in the "Execute" dialogue and select the "Setup.exe" file in
the CD drive and click on the "Open"button. Now start the installation
process with "OK"in the "Execute"dialogue.
The Dr. DOC Setup will be started. You can select the required language in
the first window
Dr. DOC Setup main options: Select "Install Dr.DOC...“
Install Dr.DOC: Select "Dr.DOC single user version" and confirm this
dialogue with "ok“

Welcome to the Dr. DOC installation program: Confirm this dialogue with
"OK".
Software license agreement: Read this agreement carefully and confirm
that you agree with the software license agreement with "OK".
Select destination directory: The path for the destination directory where
Dr.DOC will be installed is defined here. We recommend the path
C:\drdoc. With this path you can use the supplied standard letter templates
"brief.for“ directly to bring in data from the address management (demo
archive supplied on CD) to Winword. If you install Dr.Doc in a different
destination directory, please note that the path for the data source and for
the control file must be adapted in the Winword standard letter template.
Selecting the software components: Select the software components you
want to install the following dialogue.
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Attention! Important update note!!!
DO NOT install the sample archives, if you are already using these for
archiving your important data and documents. (When the sample archives
are being installed, the existing data is overwritten).

1
2
3
4
5

6

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.



Dr.DOC system files: Program and system files of Dr.DOC. (Click on
this item to install Dr.DOC )
WinWord data transfer: select when you want to transfer data from
Dr.DOC to Winword standard word documents.
Help: Dr.DOC offers an extensive help function, which can be edited
(recommended).
Sample archives: To familiarise yourself with Dr.DOC, you can install
sample archives including address management and document
management, (recommended for first installation).
Powerpoint Presentation: A self-running presentation, which introduces
the most important functions of Dr.DOC .
Scanner support: If you are using a scanner, state whether it is controlled
via a Twain or via a Kofax driver.
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Note

1.) If you have problems with the internal Twain driver of your scanner, please refer
to the enclosed installation notes. If required, check the demo-driver under
www.cfm.de.
2.) The directories, in which the individual components are installed, can be
modified if required. We recommend to apply the suggested Dr.DOC directories.

(10) The following "Note“ will appear, if you install the "WinWord data transfer“
component:
Please check your items in "document association“ when next working with
DrDOC:
(call via the menu bar:
Settings / document association)
Please replace any existing item
WINWORD,DOC,[DrDocTv],[DrDoc.Openfile“%s“],[DrDocNew]
with
WINWORD,DOC,[DrDocTv.main()],[DrDoc.WEITERSUCHE“%s“],[DrDocNe
w.main()]
Confirm this note with "ok“ and check after exiting the installation.
The installation will now be executed.
(11) Install program symbols?: Select whether you want to add the Dr.DOC
program symbol to the start menu.
If you are working with MS-Office ´97 or later versions, the installation is now
completed. The Winword macros are installed with the template file drdoc.dot. In
older versions the macros are installed as follows:
(12) Winword macros installation
• Word processing macro: Determine whether the Winword macros for
transferring data are to be installed now:
• If you have answered the question with "Yes", Winword will be
automatically started and the document drdocmak.doc will be opened. If
you receive a Word query asking whether the document should be
opened without macros, be sure to select "No".
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• The window "Transfer data macro Dr.DOC" contains some basic
information on transferring data
• Set path details: The local working directory is "c:\drdoc\tmp" as standard.
We recommend that it is adopted.
• When the installation of macros is completed, please ensure you close
the Winword program again to complete the Dr.DOC installation.
(13) Completing the Dr.DOCinstallation:
Successful installation is completed with a corresponding message. Restart
Windows when prompted.
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2.

INSTALLATION CLIENT/SERVER

Basics
There are two possiblities for the configuration of network server, archive server
and clients. The configuration (B) is recommended to ensure optimum
performance and data security.
(A)

The network server and the archive server are on the same
computer:

Client
C:

NS/AS
C: + E:

Client
C:

This configuration is only purposeful, if you do not have your own computer as
an archive server, if the network server has sufficient memory capacity and if it
is not already used to capacity. This mode is not possible in Novell nets.
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(B)

Recommended configuration:
The archive server is a network client:

Client
Client

ARCHIVE

NETWORK-

SERVER

SERVER
Client

Client

The data security is considerably easier to guarantee with this optimum
configuration. The archive server is not released for direct access, the clients
only have access via the WIN sockets function and thus only within the Dr.DOC
program.
Thus manipulation of data outside of Dr.DOC is ruled out (this security can be
increased even more, if the computer is put in a locked room). Within Dr.DOC
the data can also be very well protected through the differenciated user set with
access rights that can be defined freely.
In addition, further server processes for an abundant, failure-safe and scalable
system or for distributed data maintenance can be used.
CLIENT

NETWORK
SERVER

CLIENT
CLIENT

ARCHIVE
SERVER

ARCHIVE
SERVER

1

2

Data

Data
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Installation
(1) To install Dr.DOC place the Dr.DOC CD into the CD drive.
(2) If the installation program does not start automatically, proceed as follows:
either select the CD drive in Explorer and double click the file "Setup.exe"
or press the "Start"button and call the command "Execute...". Click on the
"browse"button in the "Execute" dialogue and select the "Setup.exe" file in
the CD drive and click on the "Open"button. Now start the installation
process with "OK"in the "Execute"dialogue.
(3) The Dr. DOC Setup will be started. You can select the required language in
the first window
(4) Dr. DOC Setup main options: Select "Install Dr.DOC...“
(5) To install the net version select the relevant line, select the number of users
and confirm with "ok“. You require two "keys" for a N2 license (you will
receive these with the delivery note when ordering a N2 license). For N5
and higher you require the relevant dongle, which you clip onto the archive
server's parallel port.


(6) Welcome to the Dr. DOCinstallation program: Confirm this dialogue
with "OK".
(7) Software license agreement: Read this agreement carefully and confirm
that you agree with the software license agreement with "OK".
(7a) For a N2 version, the two "keys“ will now be queried, enter these without
blanks and confirm with "ok“ (for better legibility we supply the keys with a
blank after every third character)
(7b) Select the type of installation:
Select which task the computer to be installed is intended to have. Whether
it is used as "Client“ or as "Archive server".

2.1

Installation Archive Server:

(7b) Select the "Archive Server“ item and confirm with "ok“
(8) Select destination directory: The path for the destination directory where
Dr.DOC will be installed, is defined here. We recommend the path
C:\drdoc.
(9) Selecting the software components: Select the software components you
want to install in this dialogue.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.



Dr.DOC system files: Program and system files of Dr.DOC. This item
must be clicked to install Dr.DOC
WinWord data transfer: Deactivate to install the archive server
Compound functions for Winword: Deactivate to install the archive server
Help: Dr.DOC offers an extensive help function, which can be edited:
Recommended component
Sample archives: Deactivate to install the archive server
Powerpoint Presentation: A self-running presentation, which introduces
the most important functions of Dr.DOC ; Deactivate to install the
archive server
Scanner support: If you are using a scanner, state whether it is controlled
via a Twain or via a Kofax driver; deactivate to install the archive server.

(10) The following "Note“ will appear, if you install the "WinWord data transfer“
component:
Please check your items in "document association“ when next working with
DrDOC:
(call via the menu bar:
Settings / document association)
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Please replace any existing item
WINWORD,DOC,[DrDocTv],[DrDoc.Openfile“%s“],[DrDocNew]
with
WINWORD,DOC,[DrDocTv.main()],[DrDoc.WEITERSUCHE“%s“],[DrDocNe
w.main()]
Confirm this note with "ok“ and check after exiting the installation.

The installation will now be executed.
(11)Install program symbols?: Select whether you want to add the Dr.DOC
program symbol to the start menu.
(12) Completing the Dr.DOCinstallation:
Successful installation is completed with a corresponding message. Restart
Windows when prompted.


(13) The configuration of the Dr.Doc server process icon must be as follows:
print to: <path>\docserv.exe <path>\<name of the user set>.bvd <path for

Dr.Doc communication directory>

Note!

"

The archive and the user set must be created on the archive server before
the
server
process
is
started
for
the
first
time!
Start the drdoc.exe program (in the "drdoc/system“-directory) on the
archive server

SUBJECT INFORMATION:
"SET UP ARCHIVE“ SEE CHAPTER 14
"USER SET“ SEE CHAPTER 16
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2.2

Client installation:

Basics:
There are principally two possibilities for setting up the Dr.DOCclients:
(A)

Central program and help setup
The program with all files and applications must be made available
centrally on the archive server or on the network drive.

To set up the client, Dr.Doc must be installed locally once. Afterwards
the local directory "drdoc/system“ is removed again.

(B)

Local part setup of program and help
In addition, the program and/or online help is locally at the archive client.
The local installation of the program on the client is necessary, if the
clients are equipped with different operating systems.

When configuring the Dr.Doc



client icon, you must refer to "drdoc.exe“.

Installation:
Starting the setup at the client as described in the installation under 2.1 of (1)(7a)
"Setup of the archive server“. Afterwards proceed as follows.
(7b) Select the type of installation: Select the task the computer to be installed
is intended to have. Select "Client" and confirm with "ok".

(8) Select destination directory: The path for the destination directory where
Dr.DOC will be installed, is defined here. We recommend the path

C:\drdoc, if Dr.Doc is to be installed locally.
(9) Selecting the software components: Select the software components you
want to install in this dialogue.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.



Dr.DOC system files: Program and system files of Dr.DOC. This item
must be clicked to install Dr.DOC
WinWord data transfer: If this function is required, it must be activated for
the client installation
Compound functions for Winword: Possible option for client installation
Help: Dr.DOC offers an extensive help function, which can be edited:
recommended
Sample archives: Deactivate to install the client
Powerpoint Presentation: A self-running presentation, which introduces the
most important functions of Dr.DOC ; Possible option for client installation
Scanner support: If you are using a scanner, state whether it is controlled
via a Twain or via a Kofax driver; activate at scanner key stations

(10) The following "Note“ will appear, if you install the "WinWord data transfer“
component:
Please check your items in "document association“ when next working with
DrDOC:
(call via the menu bar:
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Settings / document association)
Please replace any existing item
WINWORD,DOC,[DrDocTv],[DrDoc.Openfile“%s“],[DrDocNew]
with
WINWORD,DOC,[DrDocTv.main()],[DrDoc.WEITERSUCHE“%s“],[DrDocNe
w.main()]
Confirm this note with "ok“ and check after exiting the installation.

The installation will now be executed.
(11)Install program symbols?: Select whether you want to add the Dr.DOC
program symbol to the start menu.
(12) Completing the Dr.DOCinstallation:
Successful installation is completed with a corresponding message. Restart
Windows when prompted.


(13) Start Dr.Doc 6.0 and log on via "Archive/user login“(enter host name or
IP address of the archive server and log on name with password).
Afterwards select an archive (menu item "Archive/select“).
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Note!

The archives and the user set must have been created on the archive
server
before
the
first
log
in
action
at
the
client!

In addition, the Dr.Doc -server process must have been started on the
archive server.
(14) Exit Dr.Doc



and save the settings.

(15) Optional configuration of the Dr.Doc
#



client icon

Direct archive call via IP address or host name
- Minimum configuration:
<Path>\drdoc.exe <host or IP address of the archive server>
<Port No.> <archive name>
- Extended configuration:
<Path>\drdoc.exe <host or IP address of the archive server>
<Port No.> <archive name> <path>\whilfe <host or IP address

of the archive server>\ <Name of Dr.Doc user set>.bvd

(16) When Dr.Doc
automatically.



is called next time, the log on dialogue will appear

transforming sample archives into C/S applications:
If you have installed the sample archives locally on the archive server and want
to make them available to all clients, carry out the transformation for every
archive as described in chapter 24.
transformation of local online help into central application:
If you want to make the online help available centrally to all clients, carry out the
transformation as described in chapter 24.
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3.

INSTALLATION IN THE STANDARD NETWORK

You want to set up Dr.DOC in the network to enable several users access to
the various archives. So the archives are centrally on the server. The program
can either also be central (prerequisite: all connected workstations have the
same operating system) or it can be installed locally on every workstation.
The installation for the default network operation is always done from one
workstation. Carry out the following action:
1. Place the Dr.DOC diskette labelled "Disk1" or the Dr.DOC CD into the
corresponding drive.
2. Start your operating system, select the CD or disk drive in Explorer and
double click on the "setup.exe" file.
OR:
Start your operating system, select the START button in Explorer, call
"Execute" and enter the following in the "Execute" window: drive\setup
drive stands for the name of your drive. (e.g. a:)
3. Follow the detailed installation instructions and answer the queries according
to your requirements.
Also take a look at the enclosed supplementary "installation notes".

"
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UPDATE INFORMATION
If you have already worked with Dr.DOC 4.x, the existing data, fields and forms
will be adopted.
A reorganisation is carried out - after a corresponding message - to adapt the
data.

Note

If required, follow the enclosed separate update information!
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CHANGES FROM EARLIER VERSIONS
If you have already worked with previous versions, the following will give you an
overview about important new additions and changes.
But even if you have never worked with Dr.DOC before, this information may be
interesting as an initial insight.
% WIN sockets – C/S - communication
•
•

•
•
•

Based on Internet standard: TCP/IP protocol
Increased performance and security:
user set, database configuration files and communication folders are no
longer accessible by the client at Explorer level.
Client only requires host name or IP address, port number and archive
name for communication
Efficient administration
Simplified archive structure

% Automatic generation of new document containers:
•

•
•

The container size can be set up to a maximum of 2 gb.
The default size is 600MB, this allows simple swapping of containers on
CD
When the predefined container size is reached, a new container is
automatically created;
Forming a container pool with firmly predefined container structure is
possible

% Tree view
•
•

User friendliness is increased with a clearer program interface.

The Dr. DOC program window is divided into three parts for clear data
and document presentation
1. Tree view or virtual filing/folder structure
2. Tabular select list
3. detailled record view
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% New Twain module:
•
•

The current TWAIN standard 1.8 driver (CFM-TWAIN driver V.5.2) is
supported
Thus achieving increased compatibility with a variety of scanner types

% New scan module:
•
•
•
•
•

New OCR and barcode module "FINEREADER 4 Professional“ (multiple
test winner) has been integrated
The following barcodes are recognized: Check Code 39, Check
Interleaved 25, Code 128, Code 39, EAN 13, EAN 8 and Interleaved 25
New function "Barcode as document separator“
In "batch mode“: the barcode can be used as document separator for
automatic archiving.
Batch mode:
• Processing files in batches: Registration of NCI documents with
simultaneous OCR recognition possible
• Processing files in batches: Multipage documents can be completely
adopted

% Expanded e-mail interface:
•
•

Compatible with MS Outlook, MS Outlook Express and Netscape
Messenger
Sending e-mails from Dr.DOC:
• E-mail types:
mail;
MS Outlook in addition:
task, appointment
• Appendix:
profile data, documents;
MS Outlook: in addition:
link (calling Dr.DOC document from MS
Outlook e-mail)

% Automatic log in with NT log-in name:
• Length of the log-in name longer than 7 characters
• The network log-in can optionally be coordinated for all users or userspecific
Adaption option for existing user set
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% COLD viewer:
•

TIFF and JEPEG in addition to BMP are now also allowed as document
form image templates

% New data type "XD“ for "date and time:
% Field pre-valuation for new entry possible
% Workflow:
Apart from the previous "ad hoc" workflow (now renamed "transfer data")
there is now also a complex workflow system with graphic workflow manager
for controlling the document flow and for modelling workflows in companies.
Please find information about the comprehensive new workflow system in the separate
instructions.

"
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When you click on the "search fields"icon, the following dialogue form appears.
Enter "*“ in the "Name“ line. You will receive all records containing an entry in
this line, as the search result.

Start "find" with the key combination CTRL+S or the icon - a hit list will be
displayed:
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$

Checking data and working with data:

The data are
divided in tabs.

The document "Kleinbild"
is displayed by clicking
on the window.

The table can also be
displayed in large view
in a separate window.

The data can now be edited. You will find an icon on the toolbar for the most
essential functions to enable you to call up these functions quickly.
By clicking on the icons, you can browse the results. Carry on browsing until you
get to the "Practice Dr. Pichl" record.

Click on the additional info icon:
The document management displays
a letter belonging to this address.
Return to the address data by clicking
on the “Stop” icon.

%

Enter new data:

Finish editing existing data by repeatedly clicking on the "Stop" icon until the
Dr.Doc start menu is displayed again.
Then click on the "new entry" icon. Enter the address data of your choice in the
new, blank form.
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Save the record by clicking on the save icon; a new data record has been created. You can create more records or exit the function by clicking on the "Stop“
button.
It is best to test the archiving of new documents in document management.
Click on the "Stop" icon again until the Dr.Doc start menu is displayed. Then
call document management (as described under " ) . Initially try archiving any
file:
Call the document association using the icon.

For source and view, mark the Autolink option and confirm with "OK".

Also check the document source (menu item "Settings/Document source"): the
"file" option must be selected.
After these preparations you can start with a new entry via "Database/New entry“ or the corresponding icon.
Start archiving the file now with "Document/New" or the corresponding icon.
Select the file you want to archive from the file-selection dialogue.
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The commands of the system menu enable you to enlarge, reduce, move and to close
the window with the keyboard as well as enabling you to switch to other application
programs. You can open the system menu with ALT+SPACEBAR. (These functions can
also be executed by clicking and dragging the mouse). The system menu field may also
be shown in the same way as the program icon.

Title bar:
contains the name of the application program. If several windows (application programs)
are open, the title bar of the active window is in a different colour than the title bar of the
unassigned window.

Window title:
in Dr.DOC: Name of the program and of the active archive.
Button "full screen":
by clicking on this button with the mouse, you can enlarge the active application window
so that the complete screen is filled.
When you have enlarged a window to full screen, the button is replaced by "Restore". Its
purpose is to restore the window to its previous size again. The two buttons look as
follows:

or
Button "Icon":
By clicking this button, you can reduce the window to icon size. To restore the window,
move the mouse cursor onto the icon and double-click with the left button.
The button looks as follows:

Button "close":
In addition, the button "close" is available for exiting the program:

Toolbar:
Many of Dr.DOC's functions can be executed with the icons on the toolbar. The toolbar can be shown and hidden with the menu command "View/toolbar".

Quick information:
As soon as the mouse cursor is moved onto an icon of the toolbar, you obtain information on the meaning of the icon.

Status bar:
The status bar will show a brief explanation, if the mouse cursor is moved onto an icon
or a menu command. The status bar can be shown and hidden with the menu command
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"View/toolbar".

Window corner:
You can enlarge or reduce the window on two sides at the same time with the window
corner. Click on one corner, hold the left mouse cursor down and enlarge/reduce the
window to the required size.

Menu bar:
shows the available menus.

Menu command:
a menu contains the individual functions (menu commands), which are called by clicking
or by selecting using the keyboard. Blanked functions are not available. A triangle on the
right hand side next to a function indicates an overlaid menu, which lists additional
commands.

Dialogue field
Within programs, additional information or commands are shown in dialogue
fields. A dialogue field may include the following elements:

Control boxes

Option button

Command button

Command button:
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the action stated on the command button will be executed. In some cases, a dialogue
field with another query may also open.

Option button:
only one option at a time can be selected here. When an option is selected, it is identified with a black dot.

Control boxes:
any number of control boxes may be activated at the same time. To deactivate an option, click once more on the activated box.

Printer:
this button will take you to the standard Windows dialogue where you can setup your
printer.

Further elements in dialogue fields might be:

Scroll
bar

Text field

Single-line list field

List field
Text field:
A text field allows you to enter text directly. In some cases, such fields already contain a
default entry, which can be changed.

List field:
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A list field shows various selection options (e.g. file names). If there are more options,
which do not fit into the list field, you can scroll up and down or left and right using the
scroll bar. You can click with the left mouse key on one of the arrows of the scroll bar or
drag the scroll field while holding down the left mouse key.

Single-line list field:
the initial single-line field shows the current selection. By clicking with the left mouse key
on the arrow symbol next to the field, a list box is opened allowing the user to select
another entry. If the list box was opened, but the user does not want to change the current entry, a mouse click next to the list box (i.e. in the "blank space") will close the selection without applying any changes.

The file-selection dialogue shown in the above illustration is identical for many
menu items in Dr.DOC. Therefore we would like to include some basic instructions at this point:
File name:
If the list field is empty, this indicates that no files with the extension stated in the text
field exist in the current directory. The file format, which the files listed beneath it have
(e.g. *.BMP), is initially always shown under FILE NAME in the text field.
Overwrite the file format with another one if required (e.g. *.DOC instead of *.BMP). This
change will be applied, as soon as you click on "OK".
A click on an entry in the list box applies this entry to the text field and thus selects it for
the required action. (Exception: if the batch mode is activated, several entries can be
selected in the list box at the same time. In this case, the program will not make an entry
in the text field).
The files can be viewed in list format or with detailed information for every file.

File format:
The file format can also be selected from a list for image files. To select another file
format, click on the arrow symbol next to the field to open the list box, in which another
format can be selected.

Directory/folder:
Next to LOOK IN the current directory is displayed, e.g. C:\DRDOC. Always check that the
directory stated here is the one you require! If this is not the case, another directory can
be selected from the list box below.
The corresponding icon also allows you to change to the next directory.
If a document is to be exported to a directory (folder) that has not yet been created, this
can easily be done with the icon.
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8.

WORKFLOW: START - WORK - EXIT

Brief information

Start Windows
Windows
starten

Start Dr.
Doc
Dr.Doc
starten
Archiv archive
wählen
Select

Mit
Working
dem Archiv
with an
arbeiten
ar-

Exit Dr.
Doc
Dr.Doc
beenden
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8.1

Start

Start Windows
Start Dr.Doc
Select archive

Working with an archive

Exit Dr.Doc

STEP BY
STEP

!

Start Windows:

If you have not done so yet: start Windows.

"

Start Dr.DOC:

Double-click the Dr.Doc icon in the Windows program manager or select the
symbol using the direction keys and invoke with ENTER or select the symbol on
the programs start menu.
An (authorized) user must be logged in with name and password for an active
user set.

For C/S mode it is necessary to also run the server program (will be set up on
the server during the installation) while working. This program creates the communication between archive server and individual clients (independent of the
network protocol). Start this program on the archive server with the corresponding icon in Explorer.

)

FURTHER SUBJECT INFORMATION:
(
Part 4 BASIC NOTES FOR THE C/S SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
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#

Select archive:

Menu item "archive/select" call on "archive" menu. Select the required archive in
the list box and invoke by double-clicking or with the command "OK" (see also
chapter 9 SELECT ARCHIVE)

If an archive does not yet exist or a new one is to be created, call the menu item
"Archive/new" (for detailled information see chapter 14 SET UP ARCHIVE)

Attention
The program is equipped with the option of a user set, in which users with various access rights can be defined.
To be able to call an archive for the first time, a supervisor (= highest level of access;
access to entire program) is automatically determined. If this supervisor exists, there will
be no further query when the archive is called. If a user set is not required, this entry
should definitely not be deleted in a single user version.
If the user set is intended to be used in a single user version or if several net licenses
exist, allowing several users to work at the same time, this existing user entry must first
be deleted and a personal supervisor-user with password must be set up immediately in
the same operation! Please take note of the corresponding chapter 16 USER SET.
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ADVICE

Start a certain archive automatically as soon as a program is called
Optionally, the names of an archive, of a certain helper application or of a user set can
be transferred, when the program is started.
Select the Dr.DOC icon (i.e. not a double-click). Then call the "Characteristics" command.

In the "print to" command input data according to the following pattern:

drdoc path\archive path\help path\user set

Example

c:\drdoc\system\drdoc.exe c:\drdoc\letters c:\drdoc\help\whilfe c:\drdoc\system\bvw

Confirm with "OK".
If you now double-click the Dr.DOC icon, the stated archive is automatically called.

)

ADVICE

There are also further options for automatically logging in users. Please study the corresponding chapter.

Automatically restart the archive that was last edited, when the program is called
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When the program is exited, the archive, the help and the user set that have been
called, are optionally saved. If this setting is saved with "Yes", this combination is automatically called again, when the program is next started. (Exception: if, as described in
the advice above, a certain archive is called when the program is started, the last saved
setting is ignored).

An existing archive cannot be found in the user set

ADVICE

If you do not find an existing archive in the user set, this may be for several reasons:
•

The archive is listed on the user set list under another name. Example: The archive
was created named "letters". But "document management" is entered in the user set.

•

The archive is not entered in the user set you have called. The entry is only possible
in one user set. If the archive is not yet entered in a user set, it can be included via
the menu item "Management/user manager".

Please note for C/S archives:
C/S archives are only opened by the client via "archive/select“.
At the archive server, C/S archives can be opened from the subdirectory
KOMM\SERVER at the network server.

C/S
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8.2

Working with an archive
Start Windows
Start Dr.Doc
Select archive

Working with an archive

Exit Dr.Doc

All options for working with Dr.DOC are individually described in detail in part 3
and 4 of the manual.

As an initial overview, you will find out about the following:

• the menu items and functions that Dr.DOC offers and how they are apportioned
• the appearance of the user interface
• the keyboard and mouse control in Dr.DOC
• the use of the online help.
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8.3

Working with an archive
Start Windows
Start Dr.Doc
Select archive

Working with an archive

Exit Dr.Doc

All options for working with Dr.DOC are individually described in detail in part 3
and 4 of the manual.

As an initial overview, you will find out about the following:

• the menu items and functions that Dr.DOC offers and how they are apportioned
• the appearance of the user interface
• the keyboard and mouse control in Dr.DOC
• the use of the online help.
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8.3.1

Overview of the menu structure

The menu...

offers:

Archive

*

Select archive, create new archive, open archive, close archive, enter
archive in user set, log on and log off user, workflow activity list and editor,
exit Dr.DOC

Edit

*

undo, cut/ copy/ paste/ delete, select all, print field contents, field rights,
reproduce, call Thesaurus, call additional info

View

*

Show/Hide toolbar, status bar, tree view and select list
Automatically show small and large image, show large image floating
freely, large image in foreground, grey scale presentation for black/white
images, adjust large image to window size/width/height, 100%, userdefined, show redlining, keep entry position (=cursor position in profile data)
for next record

Database

*

New entry, text retrieval, search fields, search fields with template,
Import in ASCII/ANSI or DBASE format
Export in DBASE format
Information on the current archive, e.g. number of records and size of
profile data and archived CI/NCI documents

Record

*

Save, cancel editing, next, back, allocate workflow, transfer data, e-mail,
print, import and export in ASCII/ANSI format, copy, delete, replace, permissions, owner

Document

*

New, view, export; attach/discard image, redlining editor, print/ export/
delete/ zoom/ rotate 90°, 180°, 270° large image, back, next
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Settings

*

Document source setting (e.g. file, OCR scanner, third-party application
etc.), and the program association of archived documents
Version management
Batch mode for file or archiving of paper submissions; in addition: automatic archiving
video view, compression, print setup
Select mask; field selections for search templates, selection list, column
titles, sorting, print tables, preserve field entries (new entry), output duplication check, data transfer archiving, ASCII import/export, d-BASE import/export, data types, automatic fields, mandatory fields, key fields, input
duplication checks, field selection table;
Formula for statistics, automatic calculations etc.
Hypersearch definition; template search,
Thesaurus and additional information definition, calculation definition
Workflow

Management

*

Edit archive parameter
Setup archive (all archive, forms and field definitions)
reorganise archive, unset, delete; New numbergenerator; Copy archive
structure, archive rights, user information, user manager

Window

*

Arrange overlay

Help

*

Index, topics, context, select help, about Dr.DOC

8.3.2 Screen setup/user interface
When an archive is called, you see the Dr.DOC basic menu on the screen. You
can enlarge, reduce or move this window.

If an archive and a record within it has already been selected, you may see the
following on your screen. The toolbar and status bar can be shown or hidden
under the menu item "view":
Menu bar

Tree view

Title bar program

Toolbar

Name of the
tabs

Select list
Database field "Image“
Tabs

(small image/preview)

Field identifier

Status bar

Table
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The Dr. DOC program window is split into three sections to clearly show documents.
1. Tree view; virtual folder-filing structure
2. Selection list (setting see chapter 18.2.2 Outputs in the selection list)
3. Detailled record presentation; shows the record, which is currently selected in the selection list or in the tree view
The 3 windows can be shown/hidden via the menu item "View“.
The configuration of the tree view (the virtual folder-filing structure) takes place
under the menu item "Settings/field selection for../sort“.
When a postal code register is generated, you will see the possible entries under "Settings/field selection for../sort“ in the illustration on the left hand side. The
result is shown in the illustration on the right hand side.

2nd number
3rd number
The first number means the sequence according to which the field entries are to

Example
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be shown. The second number refers to the number of positions according to
which sorting is to be executed in an initial step. The third number is the number
of positions, which are to be shown in the next sorting step.

The description data (profile data) of a record may consist of the following field
types :
Endless field: clicking in the bottom right corner
enlarges the field view.

Several fields can be grouped optically
by means of a frame.

Switch (on/off)

Single-line field: can be scrolled
horizontally over the visible range

Table arrangement of several fields

In addition, fixed (i.e. which cannot be changed by the user) comments can be
created for the individual fields.

)

FURTHER SUBJECT INFORMATION:
(
Windows User Guide
CHAPTER. 14 SET UP ARCHIVE
CHAPTER 18.2 DEFINE/CHANGE OUTPUT CRITERIA
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8.3.3 Toolbar
The most important commands and functions in Dr.DOC can also be executed
via the toolbar :
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1:
2:
3:

Select archive
New entry mode
Text retrieval

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Search fields
Search fields with template
Cancel respective action
Save record (with archived document), (menu item "record/save")
Go back to previous record on selection list
Go to next record on selection list
Archive documents, (menu item Document/New). The basic setting for the document source is defined under the menu item "Settings/Doc.source"
Document/Display: View the archived document in the relevant third-party application or - for images - show via the internal viewer
Page up (for multi-page image documents)
Page down (for multi-page image documents)
Start data transfer (workflow) to third-party application
Start E-mail function
Display activity list (workflow)
Display workflow manager
Print
Settings/Doc.Association: Set the document association (third-party application or
internal viewer)
Call help

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

In addition, some functions have the following extra icons:

Start search action
Activate/deactivate duplication check when searching
Case-sensitive search on/off
Hypersearch
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Recurse hypersearch
Save configuration
Select form
Typeface (redlining editor)
Font colour (redlining editor)

The icons for the user set are explained in the corresponding chapter in more
detail.

)
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8.3.4 Keyboard and mouse functions

YOU WOULD LIKE TO ...

+
WITH
KEYBOARD:

call menu item or command
(dimmed menu items or commands are
not available.)
Abort menu item
WITHIN THE INPUT MASK:
go to various positions:
- next field (according to tab order)
- previous field
- next or previous tab

ALT + underlined letter of the
menu item or command

Left mouse button

ALT+F4 or Ctrl+A

Left mouse button

TAB, ENTER
SHIFT + TAB
Ctrl + IMAGE ↓ or IMAGE ↑
or
Ctrl + tab or Ctrl + Shift +
Tab
POS1 or END
Ctrl + POS1 or
Ctrl + END
←↑ → ↓

Left mouse button
Left mouse button
Left mouse button

- Beginning or End of the current line
- at beginning or end of a continuous
field / of a table
- any position of a continuous field
Edit tables:
- New line
- insert line above cursor position
Insert:
- Enable or disable insert mode/overtype
mode
- New line in continuous field
- Text from clipboard

THE , WITH
MOUSE:

THE

Left mouse button
Left mouse button
Left mouse button

←↑ → ↓
Ctrl + ENTER
INS
ENTER
Ctrl + V orSHIFT + INS

Right mouse button

Select (from cursor position):
-

one letter
one word
to start of line
to end of line
Line by line in continuous field
to beginning/end of continuous
field

SHIFT + ← or →
Ctrl + SHIFT + ← or →
SHIFT + POS1
SHIFT + END
SHIFT + ↑ or ↓
Ctrl+SHIFT+POS1/END

Left mouse button
Double-click left
Left mouse button
Left mouse button
Left mouse button
Left mouse button
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YOU WOULD LIKE TO ...

+
WITH
KEYBOARD:

THE , WITH
MOUSE:

Delete/Copy:
SHIFT + F4
- delete the current tab
BACKSPACE
- delete letter prior to cursor position
- delete one letter at cursor position or a DEL
selection
- cut selection

Ctrl + X or SHIFT + DEL

- copy selection to clipboard

Ctrl + C or Ctrl + INS

- delete entry of single-line field from Ctrl + DEL
cursor position
WITHIN A LIST (selection list or list box) :
select on a list:
- one entry
↑ or ↓
SHIFT + ↑ or ↓
- several consecutive entries
- several not consecutive entries

Ctrl + ↑ or ↓ + SPACEBAR

- to end or beginning

SHIFT + END or POS1

THE

Right mouse button
Right mouse button
Right mouse button

Left mouse button
SHIFT + left
mouse button
Ctrl + left mouse
button
SHIFT + left
mouse button
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More keyboard commands...
Context help
Additional information (control
via cursor position)
Thesaurus (control via cursor
position)
Delete entire profile data on all
tabs
Previous record
Next record
Page up in document
Page down in document
Menu control: "Archive"
Document - View
Save

F1
F2 or Ctrl +
I
F3 or Ctrl +
T
F4

Select archive
New entry

Text retrieval

ALT + F2
ALT + F3 or
Ctrl + N
ALT + F4 or
Ctrl + A
ALT + F5

F6 or Ctrl +
U
F7 or Ctrl
+O
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12 or Ctrl
+S

Search fields

ALT + F6

Search fields with template

ALT + F7

New document
Transfer data (workflow)
E-mail
Print
Redline editor

ALT + F10
ALT + F11
Ctrl + M
Ctrl + P
Ctrl + R

Exit
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8.3.5 Context menu
The context menu is called with the right mouse button and includes the most
essential of the "currently possible“ functions. The content differs from dialogue
to dialogue

8.3.6 Using help
If you ever get stuck while working with the program, simply call the "Help"
menu.

Context help:
The context help offers immediate direct assistance regarding the current menu
item.
Without leaving the menu item, call "Help/Context"in the main menu, select the
button "Help" in the respective dialogue or click on the help icon on the toolbar.
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With the "OK" command, you will return to the selected menu item.

Keyword directory:
Via the menu item "Help/Index" you will arrive at a keyword directory, from which
you can select a certain key term. Select the required keyword and activate the
command "View" to obtain detailled information about this term. Exit the menu
item with the command "OK".

Topic directory:
The menu item "Help/Topics" shows various program topics. When you select a
topic, a keyword overview of this specific subject area allowing you to make
another selection with the "View" command is provided. With the command
"OK" you can exit the menu item.

Archive-specific help

ADVICE

Special help can be set up for every archive for standard texts to be added to and
changed as desired. E.g. special information on the new entry can be entered in the
context help.

MORE INFORMATION ON THIS TOPIC IS INCLUDED IN:
(
31.
HELP SELECTION AND MAINTENANCE

)
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8.4

Exit
Start Windows
Start Dr.Doc
Select archive

Working with an archive

Exit Dr.Doc

Close open functions:
Close any open menu items within Dr.DOC.

Close archive:
An archive is automatically closed as soon as another is called (e.g.: after the
address management the document management is called) or when the program is shut down. In addition, an archive can be closed with "archive/close" on
the menu.
If you only want to log off as user, call "archive/user login" on the menu and
activate the "log off" command.

Exit program:
You exit the program via the menu "archive/exit", by double-clicking on the system menu field or by clicking on the "Stop icon“. The query whether the archive
settings should be saved refers to the arrangement of the individual windows
within Dr.DOC and to the archive, the user set and the help that were previously called.

C/S



In C/S mode the Dr.Doc server program is operating at the archive server to
communicate between the individual workstations. This program should only be
closed down, when there is no other C/S application active. This process is shut
down properly via "Server/Exit“.

